You are the direct contact person for the technical support of our customers on-site at different locations. As the link between development engineers and customers, you are frequently underway. You are involved in managing complex software projects that put vehicles and components to the acid test during and after production and ensure quality and reliability.

**Your Tasks**

As part of our dynamic team, you are involved in the realization of sophisticated software solutions of the future.

You put sophisticated server and diagnostic systems into operation and ensure that customers receive comprehensive training on our software.

With drive, you actively shape tomorrow’s automotive industry by searching for new ways to efficiently implement processes, testing and system integration.

**Your Profile**

A degree in technical studies or a vocational training as IT in specialist system integration

Very good Linux and network skills

Experience in the areas of SQL and scripting languages

Basic knowledge of database systems (PostGres, Oracle)

High willingness to travel and intercultural competence

Good organizational talent and independent mode of operation

Good communication and presentation skills

It is advantageous to have knowledge of a foreign language, such as English, French or Spanish

**We Offer You**

A detailed job training and interesting work environment

State-of-the-art topics in the field of the automotive future

An attractive customer environment from the international automotive industry

Exciting and varied activities with individual development opportunities

Creative leeway and short communication channels in a flat hierarchy

**In a nutshell:**

**Business Areas**

- Vehicle development
- Production
- After-sales
- Connected vehicle
- Logistics and quality assurance

**Customers**

- International automotive industry
- Commercial vehicles, agricultural machinery and building materials industry
- Airport logistics

**Corporate Culture**

- Family-owned business with heart and mind
- Culture of open doors
- Short decision paths
- Team spirit & openness

**Employees/Sites**

- Over 500 nice colleagues worldwide
- Subsidiaries in China, Italy, South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, India and the USA

Become a part of the DSA team and send us your complete application documents as well as specifications regarding your disposability and desired salary in German or English.

For more information about us visit [www.dsa.de/en/karriere/](http://www.dsa.de/en/karriere/)

DSA Daten- und Systemtechnik GmbH
Pascalstraße 28
52076 Aachen (Germany)
Phone: +49 (0) 2408 9492–0
E-mail: jobs@dsa.de